#30331
5” French Sandwich Round
For larger and more upscale
sandwiches, this classic French
roll has a sturdy heel and a
crisp, deeply scored crust.
70/3.75 oz.

#30346
Cranberry Orange Ciabatta
With sweet cranberries and a
subtle citrus flavor, this unique
ciabatta is a crowd favorite
for breakfast, sandwiches,
and more.
60/3 oz.

All Signature breads are vegetarian
and do not contain any added trans fats
or high fructose corn syrup

#30597
6” White Ciabatta Bread
A crusty ciabatta with an open,
airy interior and ideal shape for
an upscale alternative to subs
and hoagie rolls.
72/3.5 oz.

#30599
Ultimate Ciabatta
This diamond shaped ciabatta
is partially sliced for pull-apart
table bread or can be filled with
ingredients for a shareable
appetizer.
78/4.5 oz.

knows how hard you
work for your guests.
That’s why they obsess
over crusty tops and air
pockets and fuss over
fermentation. So you
know that whatever
you’re serving your
guests - a sandwich full
of fresh ingredients, a
bread bowl of hearty
soup or a welcoming
basket of bread is made with delicious
bread crafted to
perfectly perform.

#30629
4” Aloha Sliced Brioche
A soft slightly sweet bun with a
golden interior, sturdy heel and
classic glossy sheen. Pre-sliced
for convenience.
60/3.4 oz.

#30353
French Mini Boule
A versatile round loaf made
from traditional French dough.
Can be sliced for table bread
or hollowed out for soups ,
chilis and chowders.
28/6.5 oz.

#30366
Cuban Bread
Made to be toasted and
pressed, this light, soft crusted
bread is an essential ingredient
for a true Cuban sandwich and
a perfect panini bread.
24/8 oz.

* No artificial ingredients or preservatives
** Contains whole wheat flour, multigrain flour, whole grains or seeds

#30642
Aloha Brioche Slider Bun
With a sweet, golden dough
and classic glossy sheen,
these sliced mini buns are an
ideal alternative for upscale
snacks and appetizers.
170/1.25 oz.

#30678
7.5” Ancient Grains Roll
Baked with cracked wheat and
a whole grain blend of flax,
millet, rolled oats and rye to
be surprisingly soft with a
delicate crunch.
72/3.75 oz.
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